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Exhibit 2.3.d.3 Advisory Committee on Education Minutes 

 

Advisory Committee for Education 

Meeting Minutes – October 7, 2010 

 

Present:  Robert Pfaadt (Bellarmine College of Arts and Sciences); Carole Pfeffer (Bellarmine 

University Academic Affairs); Gail Henson (Bellarmine University School of Communication); Jim 

Decker (Deputy Director, Kentucky Youth Advocates); Nicole Travis (JCPS principal); Allyson Vitato 

(JCPS Principal); Aimee Webb (Specialist, KTIP, JCPS); Lynne Wheat (JCPS); Sandy Ledford (JCPS); 

Brenda Schmidt (JCPS principal); John Heyburn, Anne Bucalos, David Paige, John Sizemore, Christy 

McGee, Cindy Gnadinger, Steve Oborn, Kevin Thomas, Carl Williams, and Pam Deskins (School of 

Education faculty and staff) 

 

The meeting was opened by Cindy Gnadinger with introductions and a reading from Parker Palmer’s 

The Courage to Teach by Anne Bucalos.   

 

The minutes of the May 6, 2010, meeting were approved as submitted. 

 

Cindy announced that the School of Education has received two grants from the WHAS Crusade for 

Children ($18,000 for the Assessment Clinic (to support the director’s salary) and $10,000 for tuition 

scholarships for our graduate special education students). 

 

Program Development:  Cindy reported the School of Education approved the PhD program in May.  It 

has since been approved by the Graduate Education Affairs committee and now must go to Academic 

Affairs and then to SACS and CPE.   

 

John Sizemore presented a handout on the redesign of our Principal preparation program (attached).  

The following changes will be made based on feedback from multiple sources: 

 

 Change what is currently a second Master’s degree to an Ed Specialist (Ed.S) degree 

 Change the current classes from 600 level to 700 level to better reflect the program for 

what it is: a post master’s program 

 Collapse two of the current classes (Law and Finance) into one single new class 

 Incorporate two new classes that currently don’t exist in the program 

 Reallocate the number of hours given to the field experience and do away with the 

portfolio for credit 

 

The redesign will be sent to EPSB within a month.   

 

After discussion about the number and practicality of field hours required, Lynne Wheat expressed the 

importance of the field experience to our principal program and discussed further ways JCPS could 

partner with us.   

 

Cindy announced that she is working with the University and the Archdiocese to create a new track, a 

Master of Arts in Teaching in Religious Studies (which will be open to other faith traditions).  She hopes 

this will launch in January (three people are waiting for this program). 
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Bellarmine Center for Teaching Excellence and Leadership Update:  Christy McGee reported on behalf 

of Kathy Cooter on the recent BCTEL activity (see attached) and future activities (see attached) many of 

which are available for Professional Development through JCPS. 

 

Feedback Session:  Anne and Kevin Thomas asked for everyone to divide into groups and discuss the 

following two questions (group feedback follows): 

1. What can Bellarmine do better to prepare teachers, principals, and educational leaders to 

achieve the highest levels of professional competency? 

 Focus on interpersonal skills needed to connect with kids (building a personal 

relationship with students) 

 Cultural Competence curriculum 

 Look for high poverty skills 

 Learn to cope with adversity/cynicism 

2. What offerings through BCTEL would assist your districts and the community in 

achieving excellence in schools? 

 Building personal relationships with students 

 Coping with adversity 

 Living in a digital world 

 Purposeful PD for schools in the middle 

 Help with making connections between instruction and what’s being learned 

 Instructional technology 

 How administrators can use technology 

 Conflict resolution 

 Progressive discipline 

 Power student conferencing 

  Study skills workshops for teachers 

 Content Refreshers 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

  

 

Pam Deskins 

Recording Secretary 
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Advisory Committee for Education 

Meeting Minutes – May 6, 2010 

 

Present:  Robert Pfaadt (Bellarmine College of Arts and Sciences), Carole Pfeffer (Bellarmine 

University Academic Affairs),  Jim Decker (Deputy Director, Kentucky Youth Advocates), Nicole 

Travis (JCPS principal), Aimee Webb (Specialist, KTIP, JCPS) Lynne Wheat, (JCPS) Nicole Brinkman 

and Coury Osbourne (Bellarmine Alumni),  David Paige, John Sizemore, Dottie Willis, Christy McGee, 

Bob Cooter, Kathy Cooter, Cindy Gnadinger, Corrie Orthober, Lauren Pohl, Adam Renner, Belinda 

Richardson, Kevin Thomas, Dottie Willis and Pam Deskins (School of Education faculty and staff) 

 

Cindy welcomed the group, and the minutes of October 8, 2009 were approved as submitted.  

 

Graduate Tuition Update:  Cindy announced that late last Fall we had adjusted our pricing for our 

Advanced programs (MA and Rank I) to $300 a credit hour.  This tuition rate is one of the lowest in the 

region and represents our strong commitment to providing high quality programs at an affordable rate.   

 

Master of Arts in Instructional Leadership and School Administration Redesign:  As previously 

discussed at earlier meetings, the EPSB has mandated all state principal preparation programs must be 

redesigned.  Our relatively new program was used as a pilot with our recent Pike County and Graves 

County cohorts.  At our last ACE meeting, it was suggested to move Law and Finance to the second 

semester.   

We hope to have the redesigned program ready by our next meeting in the Fall. 

 

Update on New Teacher Center:  Kathy announced that in the last six months, 216 teachers have 

attended several different events offered by our Bellarmine Center for Teaching Excellence and 

Leadership or the Bellarmine Center for Economic Education.   

 

This past year, the BCEE started the Kentuckiana Financial Education Collaborative, hosted a 

conference “Social Wealth through Economic Education”, sponsored four workshops with the Federal 

Reserve, sponsored twenty students at Junior Achievement, and joined the BankOne initiative for the 

unbanked and under-banked population.   

 

Additionally, BCTEL sponsored the following seminars and workshops: 

 Waldorf Ed 

 Service Learning  

 Dyslexia 

 Having a difficult conversation 

 Literacy Strategy Instruction for Middle Schoolers 

 

We are experiencing growing pains on how to get the word out about our activities.  Next September 

11
th

 through 14
th

 , a workshop on “The Environment and the Economy” will be presented that is free for 

attendees (including room and board) thanks to a grant Kathy has received. 

 

PhD Program Update:  Bob passed out a draft of the PhD: Educational and Social Change proposed 

program.  The School of Education faculty ratified the PhD program (see attached draft).  It’s 
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Bellarmine’s first PhD and we hope to develop people who will become researchers/change agents to 

serve children living at the poverty level.   

 

WHAS Crusade for Children Assessment Clinic Update:  Lauren announced that in the past year, we 

have purchased, thanks to the Crusade for Children, $34,000 of assistive technology and other supplies 

for our Assessment Clinic.  We have tested about 80 to 90 P-12 students and hope to expand this next 

year as we infuse the testing into coursework. 

 

Open Forum:  Coury Osbourne spoke about the NMSI grant that her school has received to get more 

students involved in AP English, Math and Science classes. 

 

Lynne shared she is working on several grants:  (1) collaboration with universities; (2) validation grant 

involving SAMs; and (3) School Net –innovative software and its effect on student achievement.   

 

Nicole is looking at ways to help students transition socially and culturally and not regress.  Kathy 

offered to work with Nicole on this. 

 

The meeting adjourned at 5:30 p.m. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

  

 

Pam Deskins 

Recording Secretary 
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Advisory Committee for Education 

Meeting Minutes – March 17 2011 

 

Present:  Amy Heuser (Bellarmine Education Club Co-President); John Heyburn (SOE Adjunct 

Faculty); T. J. Hofmann (JCPS classroom teacher); Carole Pfeffer (Bellarmine University Academic 

Affairs); Nicole Travis (JCPS principal); Rhonda Jacobs (JCPS classroom teacher); Aimee Webb 

(Specialist, KTIP, JCPS); Meghan Weyland (Nativity Academy Principal); Duane Williams (JCPS 

classroom teacher); Sandy Ledford (JCPS Assistant Superintendent of Middle Schools); Theresa 

Klapheke (Bellarmine University Graduate Admissions);  Bob Cooter, Anne Bucalos, Dottie Willis, 

Steve Oborn, Katy Cooter, Corrie Orthober, Kim Landrum, Theresa Magpuri-Lavell, Belinda 

Richardson, Lauren Pohl, John Sizemore, Christy McGee (School of Education) 

 

Theresa Magpuri-Lavell opened with devotion. 

 

The minutes of October 7, 2010, were approved as submitted. 

 

Bob Cooter welcomed everyone and asked everyone to take the time to look at the information packets 

on each of our new programs and provide feedback:  Ed Specialist and Ph.D.   

 

New Programs Approved/Launched  

John Sizemore gave an update on our recently EPSB approved Ed.S program and acknowledged this 

group’s role in providing input on the proposal sent to EPSB in January.  He also thanked Anne Bucalos 

for her work.  John noted that the eighth cohort of our principal program will be completing in August.   

 

Bob Cooter gave an update on the Ph.D program.  110 people have attended information sessions.  The 

first cohort will begin in June and a second cohort will begin in January 2012 (with all future cohorts 

starting in January).   

 

There was discussion about the pricing of our advanced programs ($315 per hour for all but Ph.D).   

 

Kathy Cooter gave an update on the Teacher Leader program which is in its third semester.  One class is 

working at Canaan tutoring African American middle school boys.  Another class will be doing a 

poverty simulation tomorrow.   

 

Conceptual Framework (Power point Attached) 

 

Anne Bucalos asked for reflection on our Conceptual Framework as it relates to our upcoming NCATE 

accreditation visit in Fall 2012 and our current self-study.  There was discussion about our mission 

statement and a clarification of what “catholic liberal arts tradition” means. Other discussion centered on 

our theme of Educator as Reflective Learner and whether it should remain a key focus for 21
st
 century 

educator preparation. Program Objectives were presented for discussion and input. 
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Staffing/Program Needs 

 

Bob Cooter asked that everyone let him or Anne Bucalos know of any staffing or program needs their 

school districts may have. 

 

The meeting adjourned at 5:45 p.m. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

  

 

Pam Deskins 

Recording Secretary 
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Next Meeting is October 6. 2011 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR EDUCATION 

 Minutes from the October 6, 2011 meeting 

Present were: Rita Cron; Jim Decker; John Heyburn; Rhonda Jacobs, Sandy Ledford; David Marshall; Bob Pfaadt, 

Carole Pfeffer; Brenda Schmidt; Judy Thomas (for Leisa Schulz); Nicole Travis; Will Wells; Lynne Wheat; Lauren 

Pohl; Theresa Klapheke; Jean Green; Shannon Treece (for Tina Tipton); Carl Williams; Theresa Magpuri-Lavell; 

Kevin Thomas, Chris Walsh, Donald Paige; and Bernard Minnis. 

 

Welcome and Introductions     Dr. Bob Cooter 

Our ACE job is to bring you up to date on our programs but we want to hear from you: 

 Emerging issues/concerns? 

 What is it you wish new teachers can do better? 

 
Devotional       Dr. Chris Walsh 

Prayer/Poem from Archbishop Oscar Romero 

 

Approval of March 17, 2011 Minutes 

Moved to approve by Lauren Pohl; seconded by Nicole Travis; approved as submitted 

 

NCATE Re-accreditation Update     Dr. Anne Bucalos 

 Update on status of our NCATE accreditation including steady, continuous improvement through self-

study. 

 Dr. R Cooter thanked Anne for her leadership on this project 

 NCATE official visit will be October 28 – 30, 2012 

 All reports, data and documents are to be electronic and are due March 28, 2012 to be posted on a 

website 

 Any ACE member can look at our programs and give us feedback 

 We are measured by standards with Field Experiences and Clinical Practices as our “target” standard 

 Using feedback from ACE on March 17, 2011, along with others, we added a Vision and reaffirmed out 

Theme and Mission statements 

 Provided a handout with our program objectives and program offerings for discussion 

 We welcome candid participation and ambassadors for our programs 

 NCATE will want to talk with ACE members 

 Judy Thomas asked how often accreditation visits occur – every seven years 

 Anne Bucalos hopes to show the accreditation website at the next ACE meeting (May 10, 2012)  

Program Development Updates     Dr. Bob Cooter 

 Alternative Principal Certification 

o With assistance from EPSB, John Sizemore and Anne Bucalos developed and gained approval for 

an alternative certification for principals 
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 Ph.D. in Education & Social Change 

o Ph.D. was launched June 2011 

o Candidates can choose area of concentration from literacy, SPED, leadership, or and individual 

focus 

o Enrollment is positive 

 1st Cohort (June 2011) had 17 students 

 2nd Cohort (August 2011) had 11 students 

 3rd Cohort will begin January 2012 

o Over 100 people have attended the information sessions 

o Very confident the program will expand 

o Hope to offer two cohorts per year in the future 

Thoughts from our Professional Learning Community  Dr. Kathy Cooter 

Divided into groups to discuss 

 Ways we can improve current programs 

o Judy Thomas & Brenda Schmidt 

 Schools need feedback after BU students’ field and student teaching – How do schools 

need to better serve BU students 

 Observation for the school culture 

 Teachers – content important / rapport critical 

o Will Wells, Nicole Travis & Rita Cron 

 Classroom management 

 Grading practices 

 Differentiated instruction 

 Teaching of reading & content literacy 

 Higher order thinking skills 

 Parallel skill sets across content & grades  

o David Marshall & Shannon Treese 

 Expand technology to meet kids where they are vs. glorified blackboard 

 Formative / summative assessment 

o Lynn Wheat; Carl Williams; Jean Green and Theresa Magpuri-Lavell 

 Vamp up planning skills 

o Kevin Thomas; John Heyburn 

 Strengthen our AFTSE faculty & increase retention 

o Sandy Ledford; Chris Walsh and Bernard Minnis 

 Social skills instruction in improving teacher and principal competency in understanding 

21st Century kids 

o Rhonda Jacobs and David Paige 

 Move beyond “reflection” to action (If it doesn’t work, try something different) 

 Areas of need (e.g., ESL, Technology, STEM) 

o Strengthen Secondary Ed programs at MAT level 

o Add Foreign Language  

o Add ELL endorsement 
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o Advanced SPED programs 

 Assistive technology 

 Educational diagnostician 

o Endorsement in student centered technology for the MAED 

 Cyber bulling 

 Empathy/reflection 

o Technology 

Wrap-up       Dr. Bob Cooter 
Adjourned at 5:55 

 

Next ACE Meeting: 

Thursday, May 10th, 2012 (re-scheduled to April 19, 2012) 
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Advisory Committee for Education 

Meeting Minutes 
April 19, 2012 

 
Present:  John Heyburn (SOE Adjunct Faculty); Carole Pfeffer (Bellarmine University-Academic Affairs); Rhonda 
Jacobs (JCPS classroom teacher); Meghan Weyland (Nativity Academy Principal); Sandy Ledford (JCPS Assistant 
Superintendent of Middle Schools); Will Wells (OCS Assistant Superintendent of Elementary Schools); Tina 
Tipton (CEO, OVEC); Leisa Schulz (Superintendent of Schools for the Louisville Archdiocese);Rita Cron; Jim Decker 
(Deputy Director of KY Youth Advocates); Brenda Schmidt (JCPS principal);  Bob Cooter, Anne Bucalos, Dottie 
Willis, Chris Walsh, Kathy Cooter, Bill Neace, Bernie Minnis, Theresa Magpuri-Lavell, Belinda Richardson, Sarah 
Bush, John Sizemore, Kevin Thomas and Carl Williams (School of Education) 

 
Devotion (Jean Green) 
“Prayer for the World” 
 
Welcome and Introductions (Bob Cooter) 
Bob welcomed the group.  He briefly mentioned that the AFTSE was in the midst of accreditation and what an 
important time this is for the school.  He then stated that since 70% of the faculty in the AFTSE now, were not 
here in 2007 during the last NCATE update.  He asked that each person stand and introduce themselves and give 
their background.   
 
Approval of October 6, 2011 Minutes (Bob Cooter) 
John Sizemore moved approval of the October 6, 2011 advisory committee meeting minutes. The motion was 
seconded by John Heyburn.  The motion carried. 
 
On the Road to Continuous Improvement: NCATE Update (Anne Bucalos) 
She provided an update to the committee on where the AFTSE is at this point in the accreditation process.  She 
provided a review of where the school was the last time the committee met and what the faculty have done 
since the last meeting.  Anne provided a brief timeline of what was left to do before turning in the institutional 
report.  She also stated that AFTSE would notify all Advisory Committee members of when the NCATE website is 
complete so that committee members can browse the site. (see PowerPoint for more details) 
 
Program Data & Analysis  
 Teacher Leader Program (Chris Walsh)  
 Chris noted that the data represented seven graduates in the first cohort which graduated in 

December 2011. Chris noted that they distributed the survey to candidates and the survey to 
candidates’ principal.    He stated that the data target  two areas: a) how well the 
program has prepared candidates to be teacher leaders in their school settings, and b) how 
principals feel each candidate was prepared.  The goal of the program is to develop ‘change 
agents’ and he feels that the data support that very goal.  Chris then briefly addressed specific data and 
discussed the results. 

 (See PowerPoint and handouts for more details) 
 
 Unit Survey (Anne Bucalos)  
 Anne stated AFTSE had never distributed a unit survey to faculty or to students; this was the first 

time it was completed.  In regards to the faculty survey, she noted that there wasn’t much 
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difference in the responses between full-time and adjunct faculty.  Most answered between four and 
five with five being ‘strongly agree’ and one being ‘strongly disagree’ .  Anne also noted the few areas on 
the survey that scored an average of below four and noted that those were areas for the school to focus 
on.  Anne noted that the student survey had a greater number of responses from MAT (33 responders) 
and UG (28 responders) students and MAED only had four responders.  The survey was given to those 
candidates in programs that were graduating in May.  The average results on the student survey were 
generally high - most answered between four and five as well, but that comments revealed areas for 
growth in terms of Praxis prep sessions, accuracy of advising, and up-dating of resources in the AFTSE 
and the university library. 

 (See PowerPoint for more details) 
 
 Dispositions and Intervention Plans (Sarah Bush)  
 Sarah started with saying there are lots of different reasons why candidates have disposition 

Plans. This piqued her interest along with Dr. Kevin Thomas’ during a faculty meeting last fall.  
               Sarah provided handouts: the first handout was the self/institutional disposition assessment and the  
               second was the candidate disposition intervention plan document.  Sarah took a moment to explain  
               each to the committee, stating that the disposition assessments are filled out for admit to 

Teacher Education program, prior to the candidates’ professional semester, and then after the 
candidates’ professional semester. The data are from Jan 2008 to present.  The data represent 36 
teacher candidates with a combination of 44 intervention plans.  Sarah and Kevin found that there were 
three common dispositional issues: #7 – Is present, punctual and prepared; #19 – demonstrates 
organizational ability by functioning in a proactive and dependable manner; and #23 – demonstrates 
effective interpersonal skills in working with teachers, etc.  They also found that Middle School MAT 
candidates accounted for many of the disposition plans and in that category they were mostly males.  
Undergraduate Secondary males were also found to be more problematic in terms of frequency of 
concerns.  Kevin and Sarah’s general conclusions revealed a few areas: 1) proportionally, males and 
ethnic minorities accounted for more DIPS; 2) MAT candidates accounted for more DIPS than 
undergraduates, proportionally; 3) MAT candidates with DIPs tended to remediate their areas of growth 
whereas undergraduates had a higher dropout rate (from program); and 4) dispositions 7, 19, 23 were 
the most commonly cited areas for growth.  These data left Kevin and Sarah with the question: 1) Are 
these dispositions necessary to be an effective teacher, and 2) are there cultural biases or gender 
biases?  Discussion followed about data and conclusions. 

 (See PowerPoint and handouts for more details) 
 
New Developments 
 Reading Specialist Program (Theresa Magpuri-Lavell) 
 Theresa Magpuri-Lavell briefly described the redesign of what is now the school’s MAED 

P-12 Reading and Writing program.  She said the new program will be more aligned with what 
teachers need in order to qualify for the new reading specialist endorsement that the state is 
putting in place. The goal is to have the program redesigned and approved at all levels so that it is 
ready to launch in the fall. 

 
Other Announcements 
 Jim Decker (KY Youth Advocates) briefly mentioned an opportunity he hoped Bellarmine would 

be a part of regarding the Vice Presidential debate being held again at Centre College on October 11th.  
KET is setting up classroom experiences across the state so that groups can be a part of the debate that 
is focusing on children’s issues.  They have asked groups of students to put together questions and study 
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guides to guide the discussion and debate, as well as discussions to take place in the locations around 
the state.  Bob Cooter said that BU’s School of Education would love to be a part of an initiative like this.   

 
Feedback Session (John Sizemore) 
John provided a handout with questions to jump start the feedback session (see below).  He asked that each 
table discuss the questions and provide feedback on the handout.  He also stated that individuals could submit 
feedback via email if they thought of comments/suggestions after the meeting.  The tables discussed questions 
and provided feedback and then sheets were turned back in. 
 
Feedback Starters: 

1. The faculty reflected on your feedback from October, 2011 regarding dispositional issues as critical in 
teacher preparation. What are your first impressions of the dispositions and intervention plans 
presented today?  What can the AFTSE be doing differently to address these concerns? 

2. NCATE has been described by some as the NCLB of higher education. Do you feel that you have an 
adequate understanding of our work to this point?  Do you feel that you have been able to give input 
into this process?  Do you have any questions left unanswered? 

3. Are there other issues or questions which might be considered or topical for the next ACE meeting in 
fall, 2012? 

 
Meeting was adjourned. 
 
Respectfully Submitted,  
 
 
 
Alecea Davis Hawkins 

 


